Beechland Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21214
November 8, 2020
Maryland Insurance Administration
200 St. Paul Place, Ste 2700
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
I am writing to object to the LTC rate increase requested by Genworth. I am 73 and retired. I purchased
a policy years ago when my financial advisor indicated that many companies were offering new products
that far exceed the original “nursing home” coverage. These Policies were truly for long term care and
offered financial support beyond in-patient care. In recent years the premiums have risen sharply.
Genworth advised some policy holders that their end goal was to increase premiums by 150%. Genworth
offered alternatives with drastic reductions in benefits at high prices. It would seem that the end game is
to force policy holders who purchased coverage for peace of mind and as security against the possible
infirmities of old age to relinquish their coverage or drastically reduce it.


It is not the policy holders’ fault that Genworth underpriced its policies, and it should not be made
their responsibility.



It is not the policy holders’ fault that Genworth underpriced its policies as a way to buy market
share.



Genworth should bear responsibility for poor business practices and not be allowed to make their
policy holders responsible for something that is no fault of their own.



Genworth should not be allowed to constantly raise premiums as a way to cause Policy Lapses
and secure their profits.



I have been paying the premiums for many years, did all I could to manage prior increases in
premiums, and it is not right that after nearly two decades these premiums have not secured me a
policy that I can keep for the rest of my life.



Genworth is a diversified company and should be made to take profits from other lines of
business to support their LTC business.

The Maryland Insurance Administration should look out for Maryland policy holders and indicate clearly
that the stated goal to increase premiums by 100% or more is unacceptable. Genworth has had enough
premium increases.
Thanking you for your attention in this matter, I am

Sincerely yours,
John E. Roach

cell 443.668.8509

John Taylor <johntaylor333@verizon.net>

Fri, Nov 6,
9:36 PM (3
days ago)

to me
Dear Ms. Muehlberger
My wife and I would like to make the following comments on the Genworth Life Insurance
Company: 7052MD LTC premium rate proposed increase and would like them to become part of
the record:
1. We are unable to make specific comments about the proposal since the relevant sections,
particularly the “Justification of the Premium Rate Increase” and all exhibits, were
redacted. This makes the publication of the Actuarial Memo rather pointless. Surely, there
must be a way to redact the truly commercially sensitive phrases and data without redacting the
entire sections that would allow policy holders to understand the rationale for the proposed
increase.
2. This form (7052MD) policy was sold from the end of 2011 to the Fall of 2014, approx. 6 to 9
years ago. We purchased our policy in 2013 when we were 58 and 60 years old. Since 2011,
life expectancy in the US has remained very stable (increasing from 78.64 in 2011 to 78.93 in
2020). This would tend to indicate that LTC premiums should be relatively stable, particularly
since the leveling off of life expectancy was not predicted in 2011.
3. We recognize that the cost of LTC is increasing, but Glenworth’s’ liability is capped under all
its policies, in our case to $108k plus inflation protection, and our existing policy premiums
reflect the estimated cost increases that were made only 7 years ago. The reasons that existed
20 or 30 years ago, that LTC was new insurance with no historical actuarial data cannot be true
today.
4. Investment returns since 2013 have been excellent (the S&P500 has increased 178% since
Nov. 2011), probably high than in Genworth assumptions in 2013.
5. We find it difficult, if not impossible, to imagine that projected costs have increased by
more than 60% since we started our policy in 2013.
6. The request for a 66.3% premium increase therefore appears gratuitous.

Regards
Dr. John Taylor
Annapolis MD 21403
Johntaylor333@verizon.net

November 16, 2020
To Whom It May Concern:
We are writing in reference to the proposed annual cost increase for our Genworth Long Term
Care Insurance policies. The business and legal workings of insurance providers are unfamiliar
territories for us. However, we have done our best to follow the Maryland Insurance
Administration’s information about hearings and filings, and have read the relevant actuarial
from Genworth for form 7052. We want to thank Nancy Muehlberger and Adam Zimmerman for
their help in understanding the process and the possible outcomes. Their responses to our
questions were much appreciated.
When we apply the average 2020 increase (approximately 32%) approved so far by MIA to the
current Genworth policy costs for my husband and me, it appears our policies could skyrocket
from $7450 for the two of us annually to almost $10,000 annually. We understand this is much
less than the 66.3% requested by Genworth; we understand the average we have used is an
estimate; the outcome could be lower, or higher. And we understand we would pay no more
than 15% a year for any premium increase.
We also understand that insurance companies will at times raise their prices. But the cost
increases are generally a more reasonable percent of what we are paying. Even a double-digit
percentage leap of 15% for a single year is challenging for us to financially manage. The
company’s statement about our being able to reduce benefits to make up the difference is
pointless, given our health care reasons for purchasing the insurance. 

Very briefly, here is additional background. Mike’s mother developed dementia that, after a few
years of home care, required eight years of full time residency in a dementia care facility prior to
her death in 2016. We covered much of the expense for her care; she and other family
members did not have the funds, and we were grateful we had enough in our savings to be able
to pay for the care she so desperately needed. That unexpected situation depleted a significant
portion of the funds available for our own elder years, however, and also gave us a clear
understanding of the exorbitant costs of this kind of health care. 

So we purchased the Genworth insurance policies for ourselves and have paid several annual
premiums. While we hope we will never need the benefits that come with the already high
premium costs we pay, we are trying to do the right thing, for ourselves, our family, and even our
fellow citizens who may be able to benefit from our premium payments if we are fortunate
enough to not need Genworth’s funds for our own care. And as citizens of Maryland, we are
hoping these comments may influence those of you who are decision-makers to restrict any
cost increase to a reasonable amount that will allow us and others to protect our health care.
Please don’t permit the company to price us out of continuing the coverage we have been
paying for, and want very much to keep in place through our senior years. 

Thank you for your attention to our concerns. Please let us know if you have questions or
comments. 

Respectfully yours,

Kathy and Mike Quattrone

Bozman Neavitt Rd.

Bozman, MD 21612

Sylvia Rams <sylviar@lnf.com>

to me

Tue, Nov 17,
3:46 PM (14 R
hours ago) e
pl
y

Would you please read this for me at the meeting tomorrow. I'm a 82 year old senior
who still has to work full time to beable to pay for all medical products that I need
including $352.00 per month for LTC, along with numerous seniors.I have had this
coverage for many years prior to my present coverage I paid for 20 years to a company
that went bankrupt and left me in my late 50s having to take out new coverage and of
course at that age it was more expensive. If you choose to raise our rates many of us
will have to start eating bad foods for us because we won't beable to afford what is
healthy for us.Some of us will have to relocate because we won't beable to afford where
we live now and have to go to the state for subsidized living.i don't sleep at night along
with many of my friends who are in the same condition worrying about what will happen
to us if you choose to raise the rates.I have worked since I was 16 years old and paid
for my old age you will make what ever time we have left into a nightmare So please
please do not raise our rates.Thanking you in anticipation that you will take care of us
senior citizens AND NOT RAISE RATES
SYLVIA RAMS

